Rules for digital submission:
If you choose to submit your work digitally, you must follow these rules completely. They are not guidelines. Any failure to follow these rules may result in your work not being reviewed and in you failing the module.

Premises:
-

Your work will be displayed on a 1080p HD TV
Your work must be formatted correctly to display on this media
You must ensure compatibility and test your presentation prior to submission
In order to submit digitally you MUST have attended one of the preparatory lectures

1: Still images and drawings
You should create a multi-page Adobe Acrobat
document (PDF) to present your work and use
Adobe InDesign to format the document. Please
use the template document to set the page size
to work with (figure 1). This will open a document
that is 1920pt x 1080pt, or 677x381mm. These
dimensions are important because your tutors will
be viewing your portfolios on 1920x1080p resolution HD TV screens.
With this in mind, it is important to note that portfolios submitted with non-standard page sizes and
resolutions will not display correctly, may cause
problems in marking and as a result may not be
marked.

Figure 1: the indesign template

The display format is landscape. Any images you
wish to be viewed as portrait must fit within the
height of the screen, no rotation of the format is permitted.

Compiling your portfolio:
1: Think about the resolution of your images.
A full page image will display at 1920 x 1080 resolution, so this should be considered when preparing your images.
Images should be at least 72dpi (or about 3 pixels per mm) in order to display well at full size. Be careful when enlarging low resolution images as pixelization may occur.
2: For images with more detail than can be displayed at 1920 x 1080 resolution it is acceptable to use “zoom in”
pages.
Following the insertion of an image that is of higher detail than 1920 x 1080 can display, you may choose to show
your tutors zoomed-in areas of the image. Please note that your tutors will not zoom around any image to find detail,
you will have to present it to them.
In figure 2, the student has chosen to display the full image in on one page of the portfolio and zoomed areas on the
next page:
This technique is essential when displaying complex line drawings and high resolution renders/photomontages as
detail may be lost. All zoom-in views should be annotated.

Figure 2: Zoom-in pages

3.Vector images may not be used in your digital portfolio.
You must convert them to a bitmap format before inserting them into your PDF. Any vector images will be ignored. To
export correctly for digital viewing from cad packages please follow the following instructions:
Print to PDF from the CAD package’s print/plot setting - set the page size of 1920pt x 1080pt, or 677x381mm.

Figure 3: Setting the page size in the PDF print driver

This should create a PDF file of the image that is vector, but has the correct page size, line weights etc. for conversion
in Photoshop (figure 3). Open the PDF in Photoshop, using the following settings - note the change to 72 pixels per
inch (figure 4)
This will rasterise your CAD drawing and turn it into a bitmap ready for inclusion in your digital portfolio. Save the image as a high quality JPG. If you open this image into Photoshop, you will notice that the image size is exactly 1920 x
1080. Using this technique you can be sure that your drawings will display exactly as you intend them to.
Please note that scale must be treated differently in digital presentation - you must include some form of scale reference with scaled drawings, either a scale (ruler) or a recognisable object (for example, a person).

Figure 4: Correct Photoshop import settings

4: Final Image size
As your portfolio will be displayed on a 42inch screen
the final image size will be 36.61” W X 20.59” H or
930mm W x 522mm H.
5: NON full-screen paper shapes
You may choose to format your portfolio to change
the proportion of the sheets. In this case you must use
black to define the non-paper areas. for example, if
you want a square portfolio, you can format you pages
as in figure 5.
Please use black areas in the master document to define your sheet. Please note that you must not submit
a portfolio that does not have a 1920 x 1080 paper
size.

Export:

Figure 4: Use of black to define non-standrad page
shape

Once you have completed the layout of your document
you should create a PDF of it using the portfolio preset included with this document. This preset will prepare the PDF
for screen viewing. It does a number of things including:
1: Downsample any images to the correct resolution
2: Convert colour profiles for best viewing on the HD TVs
3: Include any fonts that you may have used
It is extremely important to use the preset provided when exporting your portfolio. If you have followed the advice
above, the document will maintain all of its detail and resolution.

Moving Images:
Movies, or moving drawings may be submitted alongside your portfolio, and references to them may be
made in the portfolio. For example, a sheet may contain a screen grab of the movie and instructions to your
assessors to view the file.
Movie files must be in Quicktime format, be at 720p
resolution (1280 x 720) and the H.264 video codec
must be used for compression. No other formats, compressors or resolutions are acceptable. Please use the
following settings when exporting video:
Compression: H.264
Quality: High
Key Frame: 24 Frames
Audio: Mpeg 4 Low Complexity AAC
Sample Rate: 44.1khz
Sample Size: 16bits
Channels: 2
(See Figure 5)
Each movie must be submitted as a named .MOV file

Figure 5: Video export settings

